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Ontario FinTechs Are Growing

Growth at Flybits Continues to Soar

A Canadian startup applies machine-learning to corporate bond issuance

FUNDTHROUGH RAISES $34 MILLION LED BY SCALUEP VENTURES, DAVID MIRVISH

Financial software provider Zafin secures $17m funding

BORROWELL LAUNCHES FIRST FREE AI-POWERED CREDIT COACHING TOOL IN CANADA

DREAM PAYMENTS EXPANDS MASTERCARD PARTNERSHIP, LAUNCHES PAYMENTS API FOR INSURERS

Microsoft announces partnership with Wave

Portag3 Ventures announces initial $198M closing of its second fintech fund

For use as examples – not for promotional means or as a judgment of value or merit
Ontario FinTechs are already going global

Sensibill Expands in UK with London Office and Launches Receipt Management Solution to NatWest's Android Users

League Named One of the World's Most Innovative Fintech Companies

Quandl

Nasdaq moves into ‘alternative data’ with Quandl acquisition

Doxim Expands Sales Leadership To Support Growth Within US Credit Unions

nanopay

Beyond blockchain? Nanopay, Interac ramp up speed for cross-border payments

Dream Payments Is Gearing Up for U.S. Market Expansion

Zafin joins Canadian Fintech Delegation to the UK

Canadian robo-adviser Wealthsimple eyes British expansion

OVERBOND ENTERS US MARKET WITH NEW YORK OFFICE, PLATFORM EXPANSION

Kira Systems announces expanding use of its machine learning software by Macfarlanes

For use as examples – not for promotional means or as a judgment of value or merit
Ontario’s 18 Regional Innovation Centres (RICs)
Ontario has sent and hosted delegations to FinTech hotspots around the world
Ontario FinTech companies have access to a variety of resources to help in their expansion

- Access to a **supportive regulatory environment**.

- Established “made in Canada” and “made in Ontario” **brand** in key FinTech hotspots.

- Access to **networks and programs** at the federal and provincial level.
Copenhagen-Ontario Fintech MoU

- Mobey Day Networking and business development events
- RBC Partnership
- AI Networking Event
- U of T Global Accelerator Program
Is Ontario ready for Disruption?

Quantum?

Artificial Intelligence?

Industry 4.0?

Smart Cities?
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